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Hobbies Badge 
Introduction:  A hobby can reflect oneself personalities. Different people with different 

characteristics will have their own hobbies. The aim of this badge is to give a chance for 

Brigaders to learn new things, develop his own hobby and nurture good moral values. 

Developing a hobby for Brigaders is beneficial for them to set up a goal. 

 

Course Outline 

Hobbies Badge -Brigaders must take part in the related group or individual activities 

continuously. 

Suggested items: 

 

1. Keeping pets 4.Bridge 7. Collection ( For example：

stamps, coins, tickets, 
souvenirs in the same series) 

2.Reading  5.Fishing 8.Magic 

3. Study about different types 
of chess 

6.Information computer 
technology 

9. Language ( Other foreign 
languages such as Latin, 
Putonghua, English, 
Cantonese, Japanese, Korean 
etc.) 

 

 

Assessment criteria 

1. Write a simple work report including the easiness and difficulties encountered during his 

learning process, ways to solve difficulties, learning experience and sharing 

2. Showcase and introduce his works, write a 5 - minute learning experience and sharing 

3. PowerPoint, CDs or other media can be used to help Brigaders to report his work. 

 

 

Notes 

1.Art Badge, Craft Badge, Hobbies Badge can be examined at the same time. However, if the 

Brigader have completed his chosen items in Hobbies Badge, he cannot choose the same item 

in Art Badge, Hobbies Badge. Another new item should be chosen. 

2. The same item or another item can be chosen in Stage 2, 3 of Hobbies Badge. 

3. The Brigader should show his work record, attendance or training certificate when he is 

applying for this badge. Competition certificate is not accepted for proving his attendance for 
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the activity. If no related and appropriate documents are received, Captain cannot give this 

badge to his Brigaders. 


